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Abstract

Diamond is a unique material for its physical and chemical stability. However, many advance
applications rely on surface functionalisation. Here, two types of diamond were modified on the
surface - thin layer of chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and nanodiamond particles (NDs) high
pressure and high temperature (HPHT).

The aim of CVD surface modification was to prepare photosensitised, conductive, diamond
electrodes for dye sensitized solar cells (DSSC). For this purpose, a thin diamond layer doped
with boron was deposited on the silicon wafer. Boron doping provided p-type (semi)conductivity
to diamonds. The surface of the diamond was hydrogenated with H-plasma, and a short carbon
linker with a protected amino group was UV-photografted to the surface. In another study,
a photoconverting dye (P1) was covalently attached to the amine-linker. Furthermore, a dye
designed based on donor-π-acceptor (D-π-A) concepts was attached to the surface. Finally,
a systematic study was done for differently conductive diamond layer and the underlying
silicon wafer These experiments gradually lead to the highest ever reported photocurrents of
6.6 µA cm2 for a flat photosensitised boron-doped-diamond (BDD) electrode.

Monomolecular layer surface functionalizations on CVD diamond are difficult to detect or even
quantify due to the low surface area and a negligible number of attached molecules. Therefore,
we decided to use NDs as a model with similar chemical reactivity and with a number of
functional groups available per milligram of diamond material several orders or magniture
higher. For this purpose, NDs were modified similarly to the CVD layer, followed by analyses
to evaluate conversions of surface reactions.

The modifications of NDs targeted at advance applications of particle tracking and ultrasensi-
tive quantum sensing. The cornerstone for any NDs application is colloidal stability in solution,
Without which the available surface is lost altogether with the function, such as targeting, drug
delivery or sensing. Equally important is to confirm that the designed surface was modified and
that this modification can be reliably reproduced.

In the following study, fNDs with nitrogen vacancy (NV) centres were used for directed
motion on a flat graphene surface driven by a pH gradient. For this purpose, polymer-coated
fNDs were surface functionalized with aldehyde groups, while the graphene surface was amine
terminated. The surface available aldehydes on fNDs were quantified spectrophotometrically
by a dye synthesised specifically for this purposed. Reversible formation of imine bond in the
direction of the pH gradient resulted in directed motion, as shown by long-time fluorescent
tracking of fNDs. Therefore, we developed a new tool based on the surface modification of fNDs
for nanoparticle manipulation.

Finally, we developed quantum-based ultrasensitive nanosensor to sense unpaired electrons
in close vicinity of fND, which was built on previously gained experiences. The aim was to
create a missing tool for monitoring biologically relevant processes in aqueous solution under
ambient temperature with a minute resolution. Specifically, we focused on construction of fND
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with covalently bound nitroxide radicals to the polymeric coating of fND and their detection
using optical relaxometry on NV centers. For that, colloidally stable fNDs were coated with
a biocompatible polymer. To the polymer was attached a stable nitroxide radical, which
could serve as a redox spin on/off switch. We developed an independent validation method
to determine an exact concentration of nitroxide radicals bound per particle using a set of
complementary methods (EPR, TGA, NTA, cryo-TEM). Then, using quantum-based sensing,
we determined the concentration of nitroxyl radicals by measuring changes of T1 relaxation
times of nitrogen vacancy (NV) centers. We determined the precision of the nitroxide radical
readout to be ∼10 single radical spins per one fND. In conclusion, we reached a localised optical
readout sensitivity to be approximately 10−23 mol of nitroxide radicals in aqueous solution
under ambient conditions.
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